
CLASSIC ROCK SONGS 

Across 

1) This lies on the whispering wind

6) Album title of AC DC’s first record without Bon Scott

11) Often mistaken as a protest song against the Vietnam war

12) Mick and the boys can’t get this

13) Tom Petty classic where he asks to be taken through the night

14) Southern Rock Classic about being restless]
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17) It’s a gas, it’s a hit, it’s a crime

20) Fogerty protest song about entitled children of the 60’s

22) Nothing really matters to the singer of this 1975 rock classic

24) Where prisoners are there of their own device]

25) AC DC counter point to One Across

26) The breakthrough album and song for this band considered by Prog by some, yet won Best 
Heavy Metal Band honors as well


Down 

2) 1971 Hit believed by many to be about the history of Rock and Roll and the loss of 
innocence

3) Graham’s ode to living with Joni

4) One of several nicknames Steve Miller is known by

5) Tom Johnston classic with the same name of an actual town in Texas

7) Classic Rock song that introduced Paul Rodgers voice to the masses

8) Classic Elton John song mauled by one of American Idol’s early contestants

9) Mr. Zimmerman refuses to work here any more 

10) 1971 Who classic, originally written for a Rock Opera follow up to Tommy,

12) This song has a sweet hog mama, a lying girlfriend and a dead rabbit

15) 1972 Steely Dan classic featuring a future Doobie brother

16) Considered to be one of the best Rock singles by many, but one of Van Morrison’s least 
favorite songs

18) Instrumental southern rock classic and named after the songwriter’s daughter

19) A partially opaque covering that can also lead to sky kissing behavior 

21) Elton John Classic featured in a cinematic bus ride

23) Mother Mary’s words of wisdom 



